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From the Silver State ... The Gold Standard
Through the Governor’s Office of Economic Development (GOED), the State of Nevada is 
promoting the state as the destination for the Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) industry. A 
key initiative is the Federal Aviation Administration’s (FAA) solicitation for six UAS test sites, 
which Nevada applied for earlier this year. Along with the FAA test site designation, GOED 
also sponsored the recently-formed Nevada Institute for Autonomous Systems (NIAS), a non-
profit organization comprised of leaders from industry, government, academia and the mili-
tary who will work together to promote the unmanned systems industry in Nevada. Initial 
work has involved securing key partnerships and building educational and training programs 
with school systems and universities in the state. NIAS is working to establish Nevada as the 
premier location in the world for UAS testing, training and deployment.

Why Nevada? 
Nevada is rapidly establishing itself as 
the technology leader in Unmanned 
Systems Industry. The state has manifest 
this leadership in four important ways:

• Dedication to the safe integration of 
unmanned systems into the Nation-
al Airspace System.

• Conscientious protection and de-
fense of public privacy

• Resounding bipartisan support from 
local community councils, to the 
highest level of State government, 
to the Congressional delegation

• National leadership in the creation 
of jobs within the unmanned avia-
tion industry

Future Begins in Nevada
NIAS is a state sanctioned non-profit 
organization leading Nevada’s candidacy 
effort to garner an FAA UAS test site des-
ignation. Existing state resources such as 
Special Use Airspace, exceptional flying 
weather and multiple airfield locations 
over sparsely populated areas provide 
an environment for accommodating 
everything from small low-speed aircraft 
to supersonic vehicles and puts Nevada 
at the top of the list for researching, 

developing and testing the latest in UAS technologies. The state’s operat-
ing base locations and testing sites enable testing and research across a 
variety of scenarios and in a manner that protects the public’s trust and 
privacy. All of these factors, combined with the proximity to a skilled and 
educated workforce as well as industry-leading companies, give NIAS solid 
ground on which to lead the development of the next generation of UAS 
technologies and services. 
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The NIAS UAS Program Management Office (PMO) fosters learning and academic achievement by working with research-
ers, educators and industry leaders alike, creating a safe, fulfilling, and academically enriching climate for the future of 
UAS research and development.

Nevada GOED Director Steve Hill and Alberta 
Minister of International and Intergovernmen-
tal Relations Cal Dallas sign Memorandum of 
Understanding to encourage opportunities in the 
unmanned vehicle system sector.

Photo courtesy Nevada Governor’s Office of Economic 
Development.

NIAS educational and training programs 
will prepare the future generation for suc-
ces in the unmanned systems industry.

Photo courtesy University of Nevada, Las Vegas.
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Location Assessment
Location Assessment develops specific COA locations and air 
space parameters for UAS operations that will be conducted in 
the National Airspace System (NAS). Our process starts with an 
application for a customer’s UAS at one of the NIAS-operated 
UAS Test Sites or the customer’s field of choice. 

The Location Assessment is designed to minimize impact to 
users of the NAS. UAS operations may be conducted at one of 
NIAS-operated UAS Test Sites or an acceptable alternate loca-
tion. The Location Assessment process involves assisting UAS 
proponents with: 

• Purpose and needs statement development
• Determining test, training or special requirements
• Determining airspace volume, density, proximity and time
• Harmonizing concepts and procedures among local Air 

Traffic Control facilities
• Conducting a Safety Risk Management review 
• Designing safe and feasible de-confliction procedures

Overall COA/SAC Process:
• Phase 1—Perform Critical Flight Testing and Safety Analy-

sis: Flight Test data is collected and checked for compli-
ance with aircraft parameters and safety requirements via 
our flight test card process. 

• Phase 2—Collect Technical Information: The UAS PMO 
collects and documents all necessary information for the 
COA application.

• Phase 3—Apply for COA/SAC: Submit COA/SAC applica-
tion, monitor/respond to FAA inquiries; coordinate reply 
with proponents.

• Phase 4—Flight Operations and Training: UAS PMO 
representatives will accompany SAC applicant during FAA 
inspections and initial Validation and Verification (V&V) 
flight tests. COA proponents receive similar PMO V&V 
oversight after COA approval. UAS PMO will ensure the 
operations team is trained on COA/SAC limitations/provi-
sions as directed by FAA.

The UAS PMO will submit monthly usage, incident/accident 
reports to the FAA and re-apply for biannual COA and annual 
SAC renewals.

Services
In collaboration with the Federal Aviation Administration, NIAS 
provides technical expertise experienced with the FAA Certifi-
cate of Waiver/Authorization (COA) and/or Special Airworthi-
ness Certificate (SAC) process in the following areas:

Airworthiness 
The UAS Airworthiness process assists proponents with the 
development of documents, checklists and programs required 
for FAA Special Airworthiness and /or Program Management 
Office (PMO) certification. Areas of expertise comprise of as-
sistance with:

• Program letter development for UAS contingency  
operations 

• Safety evaluation checklist development 
• Facilitating on site live flight test validation 
• Inspection and maintenance program development
• Providing FAA safety data for comprehensive hazard 

analysis

Personnel Certification 
We can evaluate and assist with the certification of UAS/Re-
motely Piloted Aircraft crewmembers and visual observers. 

Operations Qualification
Our Operations Qualification process evaluates UAS flight char-
acteristics of the candidate UAS and Ground Control Systems. 
This includes: 

• Maintenance documentation
• Line-Oriented Flight Training (LOFT)
• Hardware-in-the-Loop simulations
• Safety and emergency procedures processes
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